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Abstract—Data security is the main challenge in Internet of
Things (IoT) applications. Security strength and the immunity to
security attacks depend mainly on the available power budget.
The power-security level trade-off is the main challenge for low
power IoT applications, especially, energy limited IoT applica-
tions. In this paper, multiple encryption modes that provide dif-
ferent power consumption and security level values are hardware
implemented. In other words, some modes provide high security
levels at the expense of high power consumption and other
modes provide low power consumption with low security level.
Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration (DPR) is utilized to adaptively
configure the hardware security module based on the available
power budget. For example, for a given power constraint, the
DPR controller configures the security module with the security
mode that meets the available power constraint. ZC702 evaluation
board is utilized to implement the proposed encryption modes
using DPR. A Lightweight Authenticated Cipher (ACORN) is the
most suitable encryption mode for low power IoT applications
as it consumes the minimum power and area among the selected
candidates at the expense of low throughput. The whole DPR
system is tested with a maximum dynamic power dissipation of
10.08 mW. The suggested DPR system saves about 59.9% of the
utilized LUTs compared to the individual implementation of the
selected encryption modes.

Keywords—Internet of Things (IoT), Security, Dynamic Par-
tial Reconfiguration (DPR), Encryption Modes, Competition for
Authenticated Encryption: Security, Applicability and Robustness
(CAESAR).

I. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) is a network of interconnected
objects such as: transportation, wearable devices, and appli-
ances, that enable these objects to exchange information [1]
[2] [3]. The growth of IoT systems puts two main challenges
on the designers road especially for low power IoT devices,
namely security and privacy [2] [3] [4] [5]. The possibility of
secured data to be attacked is increasing when the provided
security level is not quite enough [2] [3] [6]. Encryption
is used to secure confidential information by carrying out
effective algorithmic schemes based on complex cryptographic

mathematics. The objective of conducting data encryption is
developing a cryptographic system that achieves confiden-
tiality, authentication, data integrity, and non-repudiation of
message [7].

The restricted value of the available power budget is
the main challenge for the low power IoT devices, and
this power restriction provides either vulnerable data or
data not sufficiently secure. Low power IoT devices are
mainly battery based devices that mean maximizing the
battery life is a must [8]. One of the applicable solutions
to prolong the battery life is implementing a rechargeable
battery. The rechargeable batteries are relying on energy
harvesting system that utilizes various sources in order to
extract power such as: temperature gradient, solar energy,
and wind [8] [9] [10] [11]. Correspondingly, this solution
provides unstable power conditions depend on the power
source of the harvester system. The utilization of this solution
arises different issue which is how to adapt the security
level of data according to the available power budget [8].
This work suggests Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration (DPR)
technology as a method to resolve the power constraint issue
by implementing multiple encryption modes that have various
security levels. The objective of this work is introducing the
answer of the following questions: which encryption mode is
suitable for low power IoT applications among the selected
candidates? and what is the optimum configuration of DPR
implementation for the selected encryption modes?.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives an overview on DPR technology and the proposed DPR
system architecture. Authenticated Encryption with Associated
Data (AEAD) architecture in section III. Section IV provides
comparison results and discussion about the two suggested
scenarios. Section V concludes the results and the outcomes
of this work.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration (DPR) technology is the

ability to dynamically change the function of certain block
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that is hardware implemented using Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA). A full bit file is used to program the whole
FPGA logic, while the reconfiguration process is conducted
by utilizing various partial bit files. This dynamic switching
relax the power-security level trade-off through various run
time configurations of the hardware security module. A power
adaptive solution is performed by selecting among several
encryption modes based on the power margins.

The hardware implementation of any specific design
using DPR technique includes partitioning of the design
functionality into two main parts: static design, and dynamic
design. The logic of the static design is performed fixed
number of operations that are not required to be changed
during run time operation. Dynamic part configures the design
functionality during run time operation, and it is denoted
by Reconfigurable Partition (RP). The RP uses various
Reconfigurable Modules (RM) that perform the different
functions of the RP. A partial bitsream file is generated for
each RM in order to change the function of the dynamic
design. The reconfiguration process is performed through
changing the partial bitstream files for each RM.

Fig. 1: Block diagram of the proposed DPR system

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed DPR
system. AEAD is the reconfigurable region that runs the
desired RM based on the required function that is adopted
to be implemented. Two AXI interconnect blocks are used
to convert from AXI3 interface to AXI4-Light interface.
Organization of the reconfiguration process is performed
by using Partial Reconfiguration Controller (PRC) core.
Moreover, Integrated Logic Analyzer (ILA) Intellectual
Property (IP) core is utilized to debug and test the design.

III. AEAD ARCHITECTURE
Authenticated Encryption with Associated Data (AEAD)

architecture is one of the universal hardware Application
Programming Interface (API) for authenticated ciphers [13].
The top level of AEAD is composed of four units as in [14], are
namely preprocessor, postprocessor, command (CMD) FIFO,
and cipher core. Preprocessor is responsible for understanding
and executing the instruction (i.e., loading key, encryption, and
decryption instructions), serial-in-parallel-out conversion of the
input block, and padding for the input block. Postprocessor is
carried out the following functions: clearing any portion of the
output block that does not belong to the message, parallel-in-
serial-out conversion of the output blocks, and generates the
status block. The first-in-first-out (FIFO) contains 4x24 first-
word-fall-through (FWFT) FIFO that stores all instructions
bits, original tag created by encryption process, and segment
headers that are passed to the output [14].

The selected encryption modes are adopted from
Competition for Authenticated Encryption: Security,
Applicability, and Robustness (CAESAR) [5]. The chosen
candidates are namely ACORN[15], JAMBU [16], MORUS
[17], Compact Low-Overhead Cipher (CLOC) [18], and
Pi-Cipher[19]. This work introduced a comparative study for
these encryption modes that involves two scenarios. The first
scenario is implementing each encryption mode separately.
Following, a quantitative comparison is performed among the
selected encryption modes to pick up the most suitable mode
for low power IoT applications from power dissipation, area
utilization, and throughput perspectives. The second scenario
is carried out the DPR concept on the selected encryption
modes. DPR implementation helps dynamic changing for
the available encryption modes based on the available power
budget. Power adaptive authentication encryption model
is accomplished by applying this scenario. This suggested
implementation provides less area utilization than implement
each encryption mode individually. In addition, increasing the
security level by hopping among various encryption modes in
a way that makes tracking of the encrypted data much harder
or even impossible.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The selected encryption modes are simulated, synthesized,

and implemented, using Vivado 2015.2 and ZC702 FPGA
board. Results are adopted in maximum Process, Voltage, and
Temperature (PVT) conditions, with no loading. The Switching
Activity Interchange Format (SAIF) file is included in power
calculation in order to provide accurate results.

TABLE I: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS PRIOR DPR TECHNIQUE

Encryption Mode Dynamic Power LUTs Throughput Latency FoM
(mw) (Mbit/sec) (Cycle/Byte)

ACORN 1.279 491 7.27 10.475 9962.63
Pi-Cipher 8.502 3824 256 3.437 427.437
JAMBU 1.37 887 9 14.8 105.07
MORUS 7.466 4761 426.67 0.3129 352.46
CLOC 3.158 2879 128 1.484 4874.02



Table I depicts that ACORN encryption mode consumes
the minimum power because it depends on stream cipher that
utilizes narrow data bus width. While Pi-Cipher provides the
highest power consumption due to the large number of adders
that are used to achieve tag second preimage resistance.
This result proves that ACORN encryption mode is the most
suitable mode for lightweight IoT applications.

FPGA utilization depends on several parameters such
as: block size, key size, tag size, number of rounds, and
bus width. MORUS is found that it consumes the largest
utilization area because of large block size. While ACORN
utilizes the smallest area because of the simple hardware
implementation that is constructed using XoR & AND
operations that are not require large implementation area.

Equation 1 is followed to calculate the throughput of
the selected candidates in Mbis/sec [20]. Latency is figured
out to measure the required average time to finish the en-
cryption/decryption. Table I demonstrates that MORUS algo-
rithm is recommended for high speed applications because
it achieves the highest throughput and the smallest latency.
ACORN algorithm provides the smallest throughput because
of small block size, while JAMBU gives the highest latency.

Throughput =
Block Size

(Number of Rounds+ C) ∗ TCLK
(1)

A FoM is suggested in order to provide fair comparison
among the selected encryption modes and then choose the
suitable encryption mode for low power IoT applications. The
formula is developed such that it combines the main parameters
that contribute the good profile of low power IoT applications.
FOM is calculated as follows:

FoM =
2KeySize(Bytes)

(Area (LUTs) ∗ Power(w) ∗ Latency(Cycle/Byte))
(2)

Table I demonstrates that ACORN achieves the best
performance because it gives the highest FoM due to the
minimum estimated power consumption and area utilization at
the expense of high latency. While JAMBU gives the lowest
performance as it achieves the lowest FoM.

TABLE II: COMPARISON AMONG IMPLEMENTED DESIGNS

Design Dynamic Power LUTs Memory LUTs Logic
(mw)

Static Design 14.156 2786 13181
DPR Design 10.08 2469 7104

The suggested DPR system achieves the target security
and privacy with the minimum power and area utilization.
The area utilization required to implement the selected
encryption modes individually is larger than the area adopted
by the dynamic design of the suggested DPR system, as
shown in Table II. The DPR system saves the required LUTs

utilization by 59.9% than the needed by the static design.
Also, the power consumption of static design is larger than
the maximum power consumption when using DPR.

TABLE III: ENCRYPTION MODES RESULTS USING DPR TECHNIQUE

Encryption Mode Dynamic Power LUTs Memory LUTs Logic
(mw)

ACORN 1.83 2521 3704
Pi-Cipher 10.08 2853 6332
JAMBU 2.243 2469 4295
MORUS 5.66 2469 7104
CLOC 3.66 2469 5997

The DPR implementation of the suggested encryption
modes involve extra area utilization as shown in Table III
because of the additional hardware of the DPR system that
is added to the implementation such as: FIFOs, and PRC.
However, PRC gives a good configuration time of 11.1545
msec. The static design increases the utilized area when more
than one encryption mode is used, while the area of the DPR
implementation becomes the same.

V. CONCLUSION
A comparative analysis is performed among multiple en-

cryption modes. MORUS provides the largest throughput at the
expense of the largest utilization area. Pi-Cipher consumes the
largest power. ACORN, which is the only stream cipher among
the selected encryption modes, consumes the minimum power
and area at the expense of a small throughput in the range of
Kbits/s. A FoM is calculated to compare between the selected
modes. The best mode, after taking all factors (i.e., power,
area, throughput, latency, and security) into consideration, is
ACORN. Accordingly, ACORN is highly recommended spe-
cially when the used protocol does not require very high speed
communication rates. Static implementation of all encryption
modes on FPGA consumes power of 14.156 mW. However,
DPR implementation is conducted to change among these
modes during run time, giving that the maximum dynamic
power is 10.08 mW.
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